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The Time for Forgiveness
In light of Yom Kippur, a time of forgiveness, I thought I would share some of the news
relating to healings we did to help clear some significant matters relating to anyone who has
ever been Jewish, meaning they could have been this lifetime or another. So even if Christian
now, you may have been Jewish previously as I have been.
A significant part of spiritual healing is forgiveness of the past. This should include of self,
others and situation(s). When someone forgives, they set themselves free as well as open the
possibility to God for a more thorough healing. Any unforgiveness can block God from fully
healing a situation.

The Suffering Jew
Over the years, the concept Suffering Jew came up regardless if someone was Jewish or not.
I would clear what that related to for that individual but it wasn't until recently that the global
causal aspect of that was reached. I discovered a program within the 3D Matrix which
instilled a code for suffering amongst anyone that was Jewish. Anyone who had ever been
Jewish - again this lifetime or others, would have been affected with that programming. At this
time we were able to release the program from within the Matrix that negatively affected the
all. We may still have to release aspects from within the individual but the causal level
contributing to the programming would be released making it easier to release from the
individuals negatively affected. So, even if someone was Christian now, if Jewish in a prior
life, there would be a program within their subconscious still contributing to some kind of
suffering now. Upon clearing this program at the causal level, less suffering will take place
overall helping everyone.

The Holocaust
Since much of my work has been around clearing the past, past lives, personal history of
clients as well as global historical events, the holocaust has come up numerous times. Some
of it for specific clients and their families and others of a more global nature. The horrors of
that past have run deep for many. But, it is time to forgive to set all free and heal. Forgiveness
never means condoning but really being set free from the aftereffects.
I wish to highlight here some significant events to understand more fully life itself, what God is
doing now to set everyone more free and how even the enemies have evolved.
Although I have cleared these issues on numerous occasions, I was
guided to Miami Beach to visit the Holocaust Memorial. There we did
a spiritual healing process to provide another healing and helped
release any remaining bodies who are considered earthbound spirits.
It is time to set all free and we have been releasing many earthbound
spirits during some of my travels. Upon leaving the memorial I saw
the time posted as 12, a number in my work representing spiritual
healing completion

Also, a signifcant pattern in my work is that on pivotal occasions I am
guided to buy a new watch and on that day I was guided to buy a new
gold watch representing the new golden age.
The other watch I was guided to purchase was on the day we opened
Heaven on Earth on March 30, 2013. This occasion for the clearing
and watch took place on October 15, 2016.
If individuals still have past-life or ancestral memory and programming of the holocaust we
may still continue to clear the effects for them personally.

Hitler/Satan
On a more recent occasion, during a clearing with a client regarding the holocaust this
summer, Hitler came through to be cleared. I have cleared often with him often over the
years. I even mention his history in my latest book, "Clear Your Past and Change Your
Future" as it goes back to incidents in Heaven with the creation of the Peace Keepers. That is
another subject we have cleared with often as this group was chosen by God. Someone
became arrogant thinking being chosen meant they were better and there was a battle in
Heaven that culminated from that. When we clear history and incidents, we may continue
clearing aspects, layers and casual levels as well as effects over time. Because there may be
many aspects and layers, some incidents require more in-depth clearing such as the Peace
Keepers. The Jews have origins in the Peace Keepers. And, this story is what connected
Hitler to the Jews.
As Satan was working through Hitler in his lifetime, and Satan had a history with the Peace
Keepers, he held karma with the Jews. He had felt left out when not chosen as part of the
Peace Keepers. He was also made to feel inferior because the arrogance amongst some in
the Peace Keepers who felt special and more important than those not chosen. We had
cleared this years ago when I first uncovered the dynamics within our history.
What set this particular spiritual healing session apart, was a demonstration of the
evolvement of clearing over time. I let my client go and Hitler remained behind. It is not
unusual in my work to have a historical figure appear before me to participate in a clearing. In
this case, it was like having him in the room. The more significant thing in my world is that he
was asking for my help in clearing. This demonstrated an evolvement of his soul.
The reason we clear in this third dimension reality is that this is where the karma was created.
It's like the karma is left here and picked up again upon return. But, by clearing it here, all can
be set free. I did a clearing on his behalf for which he was grateful.
The other unique aspect to this story is that Satan came through as well. I have a significant
message he dictated to me that day. He, too, wanted to repent for his errors. That showed a
marked improvement and magnificent occasion for enormous clearing.
It also taught me something new, which is not unusual because I have learned so much
through this work. I am ever grateful to understand more of how life actually works because
of these opportunities.
Because we had our last battle with Satan in this lifetime and was extinguished from this
timeline, he is no longer a direct threat to anyone nor does he exist to connect with people
directly. Accept, apparently, in this unusual way, as a past-life entity that only exists in that
past timeline and before. Therefore, had we not been able to connect in this way, he would
not have been able to participate in this clearing in this manner.
It was truly a gift and a blessing to be able to do this clearing on his behalf, which as the case
with Hitler, helped clear all issues more thoroughly to set more ultimately free. When you
clear for yourself, you are also helping to clear others and help them heal. He included many
of the traumas he caused in life. What a momentous day!
This is the time in history where all are to forgive
and to be forgiven to be set free to return home to
God whether in Heaven or in Heaven on Earth,
which is here. As mentioned, the new golden age
has opened as well as has Heaven on Earth. All
are locations in consciousness where you ascend
to due to your vibration being high enough to
reach them.
Forgiveness is one of the key components to
reaching those heights. A pure heart is significant
and you can't have a pure heart if filled with
hatred, anger, judgment, guilt, etc. So, I invite you
this day to join me in forgiving yourself and others
and all situations of concern to set yourself and
others free so all can ascend to experience the
qualities of Heaven on Earth which are joy, love, peace, balance, freedom and abundance.
You can experience it all sooner than later should you choose to let go and forgive.
If you have any challenges with forgiveness, you can join God, the Archangels, angels and
ascended masters and I on our group monthly call listed below. The more you forgive, the
more you are set free and the higher you ascend.
So, I will close in saying if there is any need for forgiveness between us in any lifetime, I offer
my forgiveness and accept yours should you decide to extend it.

Blessings to you and yours and
Much love,

Joy

Join us Saturday, October 6, at 11:11AM EST on phone.
If you continue to have unhealed emotions, these once of month calls
offer an opportunity for you to release personal memories silently during
a particular section of these rather comprehensive clearing calls. Register
here.
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